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Numerical upper bounds on the CI' nonconservation of neutral-heavy-meson systems in the
standard six-tiuark model
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Using recently obtained bounds on the mixing angles in the standard six-quark model and our own
calculations of ImI'»/ReI » as well as the standard expressions of ImM»/ReM» for the heavy-meson
systems D -D, B -B, and B,-B,, we find upper limits of 4)&10 ', 5)(10 ', and 7)& 10 ' for the
magnitude of the phase-convention-independent quantity 2 Res/{1 + ~ef) as a measure of the size of CP
nonconservation in these respective systems . Although our numerical results depend crucially on the
specific values for the mixing angles taken from the work of others, our method is of general application
and can be used to set upper limits on 2 Res/(i + ~e~'), whatever values these angles might take.

I. INTRODUCTION

The role of CP nonconservation in elementary-
particle physics has long been an outstanding
problem of the utmost importance. At present,
the most appealing model, which is also consis-
tent with experimental data, is the six-quark
model in which left-handed states form weak-iso-
spin doublets and right-handed states are singlets.
As pointed out by Kobayashi and Maskawa' several
years ago, this model allows for exactly one CP-
nonconserving phase, which would have been ab-
sent in a similarly constructed four-quark model.

In the six-quark model, the origin of CP noncon-
servation is in the charged-current mixing matrix
which connects the three quarks (tf, s, b) of charge
——,
' to the three quarks (u, c, t) of charge —,'. The

explicit representation of this matrix as given by
Ref. 1 is

size of CP nonconservation. In Sec. IV, we put
together all the ingredients and set forth the up-
per bmits on the magnitude of the phase-conven-
tion-independent quantity 2 Ree/(1+ I el') for the
heavy-meson systems O'-O', I3'-I3', and
B',-B',. Finally in Sec. V. we present some con-
cluding remarks.

Ks [2 1 sI]mrs [(1 + E)If (1 e)Z ] (2, 1)

Ez =(,)],~, [(1+c)E'+ (1 —&)Z'];21+ i@I' (2.2)

II. PHASE-CONVENTION-INDEPENDENT DESCRIPTION

OF CP NONCONSERVATION

Consider the E, "-E' system as an example. Let

—S~C3 —S~S3
then & is exactly given by

s,c, c,c,c, —s,s,e c,c,s, +s,c,e

j. 2S S2 C S2C3+C S e C S2S —C2C e

where c, =cos 6)„s,= sin 8„etc. Recently, nu-
merical bounds on these angles have been ob-
tained" by the use of currently available data and
certain theoretical calculations for the E'-P'
system. In this paper, we use these results as
well as our own calculations of ImI'„/Rel"», to-
gether with the standard expressions of
ImM»/ReM», to set upper limits on the size of
CP nonconservation in the heavy-meson systems
D-D B -3, and B,-B.

In Sec. II, we present a description of CP non-
conservation for the systems K'-E', O'-D',
etc. , which is independent of the choice of phase
convention. In Sec. III, we present in detail a
model calculation of Iml'»/Rel;„ the knowledge
of which is necessary for the determination of the

1 —e 2(I'»+iM, s)
1+ a —,

' (I's —I'z) +t dm'

where I'„= (EPI I'I Z'), and &m=ms-m, etc. '
However, the phase of (1—e)/(I+ a) is not a mea-
surable quantity, since it can always be absorbed
by a redefinition of the relative phase between K'
and Z . Theref or e, an arbitrary phase conventi on
has to be adopted' for the specification of the para-
meter &. On the other hand, the magnitude of
(1 —c)/(I+e) is a measurable quantity, and is cer
tainly independent of phase convention. Define

(2.4)

then it can easily be shown that g =1 is a necessary
and sufficient condition for CP conservation.
(This replaces the corresponding phase-conven-
tion-dependent statement of & =O. ) If tie1, then"
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CP invariance is violated, and K~, K~ are not or-,
thogonal states. In fact,

IK
2 Re@ 1 —ri2

(1+ I c I
') I+ rI2 ' (2.5)

[—', (r —I )+inm] =4(1'„+iM„)(r,*,+iM+, )

and Eq. (2.3), it is easily seen that

(2.6)

which shows explicitl. y that the quantity
2 Rec/(1+ I& I') is independent of phase convention.

U sin, g'

where q,q2 runs over dd, sV, ds, and ss.
To evaluate this transition amplitude, we must

sum over all intermediate states, and for each in-
termediate state, we must sum over all possible
momenta and polarizations. The sum over polari-
zations is easily accomplished by using the identi-
ties

(3 1)

and

1 —rI' 2 Im (I',*pl»)
1+q'

I r„l'+ tm„l ' (2.7)
QV(P2)V(P2) =
pe/ . 2m 2

(3.2)

This means that CP nonconsexvation is deter-
mined by the relative phase betueen I'» and M».
For a particular phase convention, such as that of
Ref. 1, M» may turn out to have a large phase for
certain heavy-meson systems, ' but wi. thout al.so
knowing the phase of I'„, no conclusion can be
reached as to the size of CP nonconservation.

In. the following section, we will present model
calculations of ImI'»/ReI'», using the phase con-
vention of Ref. 1. Then, using the inequality

Once this has been. done, the effective Lagrangian
for D'-f-D' becomes a sum of terms, each one
of which is of the form

[v.yP y, (1 —y, )u.] [u.y "P.y "(1—y, )v,] (3.3)

x (1 y, )

and the relationship

(3.4)

where u, refers to the wave function of an incoming
c quark, etc. Using the identity

y„P',y. (l-y, )=(A„y.+P,.y„-g„.k, +i~, sf,y')

»y 1
x'(I+ a') +y'(I + b') [(1+a')(1+b')]'" ' (2.8) (0Iv„y (1 —y, )u, lD')=-if+D, (3.5)

we will be able to set upper limits on 2 Res/(1+
I & I') according to

2)Heel la-b I

I+ IeI2 [(1+a')(1+b')]'"

(2.9)

where a=tan fr =Iml »/ReI'» and b =tang„
= ImM»/ReM». Since Qr - Q„ is unchanged for
any choice of phase convention, our results will
again, be phase- convention- independent.

III. MODEL CALCULATIONS OF Iml'&2 /Rel &2

we then obtg. in for the form of the transition amp-
litude an expression proportional to

fD (Pl f D)(P2 PD)' (3.6)

Now we must consider the sum over p, and p, .
From Fig. 1, it is clear that P, =P, +P, +P„; but
both p, and p„are constrained to be components of
D' and 3', hence the phase space in question is
equivalent to that of a two-body decay from a par-
ent particle of momentum p, —p„. Furthermore,
if we assume that m~ = m, + m„, which holds well
for constituent quark masses, then. I'» is a sum of
terms, each one of which is proportional to

Consider the O'-B' system as an example. Let
D' be represented by the quark-antiquark combina-
tion cu, and D' by cu. Then the process D'-f —D',
where f is a physical intermediate state, can be
considered in terms of quarks as shown in Fig. 1,

2 2 2 22fDmjN m, —m2
64m

I 2(m2 2) m2 2 2, i/2
1 2 1 21 — 2

— -+ (3.7)

C
W

C

FIG. 1. Quark diagram for the D -D transition arnpli-
tude I'~2.

where M = m, —m„.
Using the charged-current mixing matrix (1.1), we

are now ready to compute Iml'»/ReI"„. For the inter-
mediate states dV, ds (or s2), and ss, the relative
interaction strengthsare s, c, c, , -s, c,c,c2(, 2,2 2 2 2

-s,s,e "),and s,'c,'(c,c,c,- s,s,e ")', respectively.
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TABLE I. Relative phase-space contributions to I'&~

for D -D, B -8, and BD-8 .
results of Refs. 2 and 3, and present in the next
section upper bounds on 2 i Bee I/(I+ 1 e I ') accord-
ing to Eq. (2.9).

System

DD DO

(u= m, -m„)

B'-B'
gf = m~-mg)

Bs-Bs
(M= my-m )

Intermediate
state

dd
ds or sd

SS

QR

NF or cl
CC

QN

Nc or cg
CC

Relative
phase space

1.000
0.83S
0.63S

1.000
0.875
0.738

1.000
0.862
0.707

IV. UPPER BOUNDS ON THE CP NONCONSERVATION

OF HEAVY-MESON SYSTEMS IN THE STANDARD

. SIX-QUARK MODEL

As indicated in Sec. II, both ImI'»/ReI'» and
Imlif»/ReM» have to be known before any conclu-
sion can be drawn with regard to the size of CP
nonconservation. In Sec. III, we presented a meth-
od of obtaining ImI »/Rel"». Now we must calcu-
late ImM„/'ReM„. However, it is well known'
that M„is proportional to

Combining these with the phase-space factor (3.7)
and summing over all intermedi. ate states, we then
obtain an expression for I'». However, the magni-
tude of I'„ is likely to be changed by a significant
factor if hadronic corrections' are taken into ac-
count. Therefore, we will use only the phase of
I y2 s inc e any hadronic corre cti on to the phase of
I „is likely to be compensated for in the phase of
M», so that CP nonconservation remains a weak-
interaction phenomenon, and Eq. (2.9) is unchanged.

In Table I, we list the relative phase-space con-
tributions of the various intermediate states to 1»
for the three heavy-meson systems O'-8',
8 -B~, and B,-B,. Vfe use m„=m&=0. 3 GeV,
m, =0.5 GeV, ~,= 1.5 GeV, and m~= 4.7 GeV in
these calculations. However, to obtain a value for
ImI'„/Rel;„we must also choose a set of values
for s„s„s„and 5. To this end, we will use the

(4.1)

where, using the notation x, = m, '/M~', we have

1

(1—x, ) (1 —x, )

x] lnx~

(x, x,.) (1 x,)' (1 —x )' (4.2)

and, in the case of the O'-D' system, ~, =s,~&t-"2

s,c,(c,cg, s,s,e "), and X, = s,s,
(c,c,s, + s,c,e ' ). Therefore, we can also com-
pute ImM»/HeM», once we are given a set of val-
ues for s„s„s„and 6.

From Refs. 2 and 3, we find that s, = 0.23, s, is
between 0.0 and 0.5, and for a given s„s,and 5
are constrained to lie within certain ranges of val-
ues, depending on the mass of the t quark. More

TABLE II. Calculated values of Imi'tq/Hei'i~, ImMi2/BeM&2, and max [3 IRee(/(i+ l& I )] for
various allowed values of s3, s2, and 6, as given in Refs. 3 and 9. %'e assume that mt= 14
GeV.

System S3 S2 ImM12/H~i2

Do-'DD 0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50

0.55
0.58
0.62
0.66

0.0042
0.0036
0.0031
0.0027

-3.73
[-3.10I

-2.57i
—2.14

6,4
5.5I

4.8i
4,1

3.8
i3.2 I

3.8/

BD BD 0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50

0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50

0.55
0.58
0.62
0.66

0.55
0.58
0.62
0.66

0.0042
0.0036
0.0031
0.0027

0.0042
0.0036
0.0031
0.0027

6.16
I

5.00
I

4 02
I

3.34
[

1.889
1.821

I 101.670
i

6.61
i

5.38 '

4.34
I3.50

1.858
1.785
I.833~

"
I.4SI

~

3.8
3.2 I

2.6
1

3.6I 4Ixlo
3.3 i
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TABLE III. Calculated values of Imi'»/Itel'~2, ImM~2/HeM~2, and max [2 IRe& I/(&+ I& I ))
for various allowed values of s&, s&, and 6, as given in Befs. 3 and 9. We assume that net
=30 GeV.

System S3 Sg Iml'qq/Itel'Q ImM f2/ReM f2
(2[Rem /

1+ /s/

g0 gyo 0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50

0.48
0.52
0.56
0.60

0.0024
0.0020
0.0017
0.0014

7

-1.44
i-1.14

I

x10 3

3,7
l, „„s

2.6 I
2.2

1.8i
1.5

po Po 0.35
0.40
0,45
0.50

0.48
0.52
0.56
0.60

0.0024
0.0020
0.0017
0.0014

3.61
2.85
2.28

i

1.75
~

x10-3

3.98
3.16

~

2.54
i

1.96

3.7
x10

2.1

0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50

0.48
0.52
0.56
0.60

0.0024
0.0020
0.0017
0.0014

1.578
1.492

i

1.432
~

1.325

1.531,
i

& 4381
1.370

""
1.259

4 7
5.4i 4

6.2 I

6.6

recently, an analysis of charmed-meson decay
has shown. ' that s, must be restricted further to be
between 0.35 and 0.5, and that 5 must be in the
first quadrant, in the notation of Ref. 3. (Our no-
tation differs somewhat from that of Ref. 3. To
make use of the results there, we have to make c,
negative in ali our calculations. ) Notice that ac-
cording to Ref. 3, for s, &0.35 and 5 in the first
quadrant, sin6 must be less than about 5x10~.
Therefore, the size of CP nonconservation is ex-
pected not to exceed 10 ' for all heavy-meson sys-
tems.

Since there is still no experimental information
on the t quark, we will arbitrarily choose two val-
ues, 14 and 30 GeV, for its mass in our calcula-
tions. As noted earlier, the other quark masses
are set at m „=m„= 0.3 GeV, m, = 0.5 GeV, m, = 1.5
GeV, and m, =4.7 GeV. According to Ref. 3, de-
pending on whether m, = 14 or 30 GeV, s, and 5 have
somewhat different values for a given s,. There-
fore, our calculations of ImI"„/ReI'» and ImM„/
ReM» will change as well, even though the t quark
is not directly involved in some of these expres-
sions. Furthermore, we will use those values of
s, and 5, corresponding to a calculation of the
E~-K~ mass difference with a hadronic bag cor-
rection' factor of 0.4. In Table II, we list for m,
= 14 GeV the values of ImI'„/Re I'„, Ind&»/ReM»,
and max[2IReei/(I+ Icl')], as a function of the
allowed values of s„s„and 5, for the three

avy-meson systems Do-DO, BO-B, aod B
Io Table III, we repeat everything for m, =30 GeV.
Notice the almost complete cancellation of ImI'„/
ReI'» with In&I»/ReM» for the 8'-8' and 8',
systems. This points out expl. icitly the unreliabili-

ty of calculating only ImM„/ReM», and claiming
it as an indication of the size of CP nonconserva-
tion.

From Tables II and III, it can then be concluded
that the upper bounds on the phase-convention-in-
dependent quantity 21Ree I /(1+ le t') for D' D',
B -3', and B',-3,', are 4 x10 ', 5 x10 ', and
7x 10 ', respectively.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

¹++N 1+ g
' (5.1)

where (1 —q')/(I+ rf) = 2 Re&/(1+ I e i ') as given by
Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). Using the results of the pre-
ceding section, we find the above charge asym-
metry to be no more than 8x10 ', 1.0 x 10~, and
1.4 x10 ' respectively for D'-D', .8'-3', and
BO Bo

Although our numerical results depend crucial-
ly on the specific values for the mixing angles tak-
en from the work of others, our method is of gen-
eral application and can be used to set upper lim-
its on 2 Res/(I+ I & I'), whatever values these ang-
les might take. It can also be easily extended, if

The question of CP nonconservatioo in physical
systems containing c and b quarks is likely to be
thoroughly explored at the new e'e colliding-beam
facilities. Of particular interest as an experiment-
al test is the process e e -D'D' (or 8'2P, Bpo)
-l'l'+ anything. " The charge asymmetry is theo
a measure of CP nonconservatioo according to the
formula
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further theoretical refinement is desired. For ex-
ample, the inclusion of "penguin" diagrams" for
gluon exchange means an additional set of ampli-
tudes to be summed over in both the I'» and M»
calculations. Pf course, if such a program is to
be followed, then s„s„and 5 must be redeter-
mined, using the appropriate expression for the

E~-Ks mass difference corrected for gluon ex-
change and so forth. If the magnitudes of M„and
I'» are also reliably calculated, then 2 He&/
(1+ t c ) ') will be uniquely determined.

After the completion of this paper, it came to
our attention that a similar phase-convention-inde-
pendent treatment of CP nonconservation has been
proposed by Wu Dan di." In addition, there is a
paper by J. S. Hagelin" which deals with the same
topic within the framework of a more conservative
set of bounds on the mixing angles.
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APPENDIX: GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF
THE DEPENDENCE OF e ON THE CHOICE OF

PHASE CONVENTION

1.st us define as in Eq. (2.4)

(A1)

then a little algebra will show that

Re&—,. + Ima '= (A2)

which is, of course, the equation of a circle in the
complex & plane. Therefore, choosing a phase
convention for e amounts to picking a point on the
circumference of this circle.
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